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LENTON® Products

LENTON® FORM SAVER Freight Policy

All products must be on one purchase order. Combined orders that include LENTON products will be charged freight 
based upon the terms for LENTON products. Combined orders may be placed either with a manufacturers’ representative 
that carries the desired product lines or directly with ERICO.

Freight is allowed per the above terms to anywhere within the continental U.S. (Buyer is responsible for any loss and 
freight incurred after loading at inland point of departure). ERICO will ship by truck, Parcel Post or Federal Express, 
whichever is least expensive for a given shipment. If Buyer requires special transportation methods or multiple shipments, 
all orders will be shipped prepaid and add or collect, regardless of order value. ERICO does not assume responsibility 
for combining orders on shipments to reduce or eliminate freight charges. Orders for less than standard box (package) 
quantities will be increased to standard quantities from ERICO Distribution Centers without further notification.

These illustrations represent the most commonly used LENTON® FORM SAVER assemblies. 
This is not a complete offering of LENTON FORM SAVER types.

Female LENTON FORM SAVER couplers have a non-structural nailer plate/form mounting 
plate and internal-thread protective cap attached to the end of the LENTON coupler.

Free freight allowed on LENTON FORM SAVER meeting the following conditions:

•	 LENTON FORM SAVER female assembly including reinforcing steel attached to a LENTON coupler

•	 #7 (22 mm) and smaller

•	 an overall length of 10 feet or less

•	 total (per release) dollar value exceeds $10,000**

•	 free freight will not exceed 10% of the order “release” value

All purchases are subject to ERICO Terms and Conditions of Sale available at www.erico.com.

** The free freight policy for LENTON assembly releases that are in excess of $10,000 applies ONLY to LENTON Assemblies which consist of threaded 
rebar plus attached LENTON couplers. The ERICO free freight policy for LENTON does NOT apply to shipments of LENTON couplers that are 
purchased without shorter lengths of threaded rebar attached to them. LENTON coupler ONLY shipments are F.O.B. ERICO Facility.

Minimum Free-Freight Allowance
United States (Contiguous 48 States)    Effective December 2012

* Indicates value of order “release.” Free freight will not exceed 10% of the order “release” value. 

LENTON® Products, excluding LENTON® FORM SAVERS Always shipped PPA (Prepaid and Add) or Collect

LENTON® FORM SAVERS $10,000*


